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CONTROLLING MULTIPARTICLE SYSTEM ON A LINE. I
ANDREY V. SARYCHEV
1
Abstrat. We study a lassial multipartile system (suh as Toda
lattie) whose dynamis we intend to ontrol by fores applied to few
partiles of the system. Various problem settings, typial for ontrol the-
ory are posed for this model; among those: studying aessibility and
ontrollability properties, struture properties and feedbak lineariza-
tion of respetive ontrol system, time-optimal reloation of partiles.
We obtain omplete or partial answers to the posed questions; riteria
and methods of geometri ontrol theory are employed. In the present
part I we onsider nonperiodi multipartile system. In the forthoming
Part II we address ontrollability issue for multipartile system subjet
to periodi boundary onditions. That study requires an extension and
renement of known methods of geometri ontrol.
Keywords: multi-partile system, aessibility, ontrollability, state/feedbak
linearizability, optimal ontrol, bang-bang struture
AMS Subjet Classiation:
1. Introdution
Consider lassial system of n interating partiles P1, . . . ,Pn moving on
a line with only neighboring partiles involved in interation. Let qk be the
oordinate of the k-th partile and pk - its impulse.
We assume the potential of the interation to be
Φ(q1 − q2) + Φ(q2 − q3) + · · ·+Φ(qn−1 − qn),
where Φ : R→ R is real analyti 1, bounded below funtion
(1) lim
y→+∞
Φ(y) = +∞.
The dynamis of suh system of partiles is desribed by the Hamiltonian
system of equations with the Hamiltonian
H(q, p) =
1
2
n∑
k=1
p2k +
n−1∑
j=1
Φ(qj − qj+1).
1
In fat most part of the results below would be valid for C
∞
-smooth Φ, but the
reasoning in the real analyti ase is less tehnially involved.
1
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In oordinates qk, pk the equations of system are
q˙k =
∂H
∂pk
= pk, k = 1, . . . , n,(2)
p˙k = −
∂H
∂qk
= φ(qk−1 − qk)− φ(qk − qk+1), k = 2, . . . , n− 1,(3)
p˙1 = −φ(q1 − q2), p˙n = φ(qn−1 − qn)(4)
where φ = Φ′ is the derivative of Φ. It is natural to assume
lim
y→−∞
φ(y) = 0,
the interation dereases to zero, when the distane between partiles tends
to innity. Under this additional assumption we an adapt the equations
(4) to the form (3), introduing titious partiles P0 and Pn on whih we
impose boundary onditions
q0 = −∞, qn+1 = +∞.
Our main goal will be ontrolling the loation and the momenta of the
partiles in situation where the ontrol tools are limited, that is ontrol are
fores applied only to few partiles of the system.
We will study two ases: single fored multipartile system with a on-
trolled fore ating only on the partile P1 (or on Pn), double fored multi-
partile system with ontrolled fore applied to the partiles P1 and Pn.
It turns out that ontrolled multipartile system provides a model exam-
ple for appliation of the methods of geometri ontrol theory. Below we
demonstrate their eetiveness for solution of various ontrol-theoreti prob-
lems for this model. In Setion 2 start studying the Lie struture of the
multipartile system, verifying full-dimensionality of its orbits and zero-time
orbits and establishing its strong aessibility, whenever the system is on-
trolled by single fore applied to either P1 or Pn. We establish property of
global ontrollability for double fored system in Setion 3. The subsequent
study of the Lie struture of single and of double fored multipartile systems
Setion 4 show that in many aspets these systems behave like linear ones.
This is validated by result on their loal feedbak linearizability. The linear-
like struture reveals again when we study in Setion 5 time-optimal partile
reloation problem by means of onstrained ontrols. We prove that the or-
responding time-optimal ontrols are bang-bang, i.e. admit their values at
extreme points of the retangle whih onstrains the ontrol parameters. The
number of swithings between these extreme points is proved to be uniformly
bounded for trajetories evolving on a xed ompat of state spae.
Another model, whih we shall study in the forthoming Part II of the
publiation, is multipartile system under periodi boundary onditions
q0 = qn, qn+1 = q1.
It is known that the dynamis of the periodi and nonperiodi Toda latties
are ompletely dierent. Also the Lie strutures of nonperiodi and periodi
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ontrolled multipartile systems dier substantially: the latter is far from
being linear-like, what we establish for the nonperiodi system below. In
Part II are going to study ontrollability properties of ontrolled periodi
multipartile system.
2. Single-fored multipartile system; Lie struture and
aessibility property
We introdue ontrol u1(t) whih is time-varying fore applied to the par-
tile P1 of the multipartile system. We obtain then for the (momentum)
variable p1 the equation
(5) p˙1 = −φ(q1 − q2) + u(t).
The equations (3) and the seond equation in (4) remain unhanged.
The ontrolled multipartile system is a partiular ase single-input ontrol-
ane system of the form
(6) x˙ = f(x) + gu(x)u, u ∈ R,
where x = (q, p) = (q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn) ∈ R
2n
, the unontrolled vetor
eld f - the drift - and the ontrolled vetor eld g are dened as
gu =
∂
∂p1
, f =
n∑
k=1
pk
∂
∂qk
− φ(q1 − q2)
∂
∂p1
+(7)
+
n−1∑
k=2
(φ(qk−1 − qk)− φ(qk − qk+1))
∂
∂pk
+ φ(qn−1 − qn)
∂
∂pn
.
In this Setion we start studying Lie struture of this single-input ontrol-
ane system by establishing aessibility property - full-dimensionality of its
orbits and attainable sets. Exat denitions and needed riteria are provided
in the following Subsetion.
2.1. Preliminaries.
2.1.1. Vetor elds, Lie brakets. Real analyti vetor eld in R
N
is an an-
alyti map x 7→ F (x) ∈ TxR
N ≃ RN .
Any vetor eld F denes derivation Fˆ of the algebra of analyti funtions
on R
N
and vie versa. The ommutator of two derivations Fˆ 1, Fˆ 2 is again
a derivation, and the orresponding vetor eld is alled the Lie braket
[F 1, F 2] of F 1, F 2. The operation [·, ·] denes struture of Lie algebra in the
spae of vetor elds. In oordinates it is alulated as
[F 1, F 2] = DF 2F 1 −DF 1F 2,
where DF stays for the Jaobian matrix of F .
For a vetor eld F we onsider the operator adF , whih ats in the Lie
algebra of vetor elds in R
2n
: adFF 1 = [F,F 1]. The iterations of this
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operator are denoted ad
jF : adjFF 1 = [F, adj−1FF 1]. This operator is a
derivation of the Lie algebra; it satises the Leibniz rule:
adf [g, h] = [adfg, h] + [g, adfh]
whih is equivalent to the Jaobi identity of the Lie algebra.
2.1.2. Lie envelope, zero-time ideal. Below we introdue the needed notions
and formulate results for the lass of ontrol-ane systems; readers may
onsult [9, 1℄ for the same material in more general ontext.
Consider a ontrol-ane system
(8) x˙ = f(x) +G(x)u = f(x) +
r∑
i=1
gi(x)ui, u = (u1, . . . , ur) ∈ U,
where f, g1, . . . , gr are real analyti vetor elds on RN . We assume the set
U of ontrol parameters to ontain the origin 0Rr in its interior.
Let Lie{f,G} be the Lie algebra generated by f, g1, . . . , gm, and I0{f,G}
be its Lie ideal generated by g1, . . . , gm. We will all them the Lie envelope
and zero-time ideal of the ontrol system respetively.
2.1.3. Orbits. Orbit Theorem. Substituting onstant ontrols uj = (uj1, . . . , u
j
r)
into the right-hand side of (8) we obtain vetor elds fu
j
whih generate or-
responding ows etjf
uj
. Ating by the ompositions
(9) P = et1f
uj1
◦ · · · ◦ etN f
ujN
, t1, . . . , tN ∈ R,
onto a given point x˜ we get an orbit Ox˜ of the ontrol system (8) from x˜.
Requiring in addition t1 + · · ·+ tN = 0 at the right-hand side of (9), we get
zero-time orbit O0x˜ of the system.
Ating by a dieomorphism P 0 = et0f
u0
(or by a omposition (9) of
suh dieomorphisms) onto zero-time orbit O0x˜ we obtain zero-time orbit
O0y, where y = P
0(x).
The orbits and zero-time orbits possess regular struture.
Theorem 2.1.3 (Orbit Theorem; Nagano-Stefan-Sussmann, [1℄). An orbit Ox˜
and zero-time orbit O0x˜ of the ontrol system (8) are immersed submanifolds
of R
N
. The tangent spae to the orbit Ox˜ at a point x ∈ Ox˜ oinides
with the evaluation Liex{f,G} of the vetor elds from Lie{f,G} at x; the
tangent spae to the zero-time orbit O0x˜ at a point x ∈ O
0
x˜ oinides with the
evaluation I0x of the vetor elds from I
0
at x. 
Corollary 2.1.3. The dimensions d(x) = dimLiex, d
0(x) = dim I0x are on-
stant along any orbit and zero-time orbit of the system respetively. Obvi-
ously d0(x) ≤ d(x) ≤ d0(x) + 1. 
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2.1.4. Attainable sets. Aessibility property. Involving only those omposi-
tions (9), where tj are nonnegative, and ating by them on a given point x˜
we obtain positive orbit or attainable set Ax˜ of the system (8) from x˜. If
we pik T > 0 and require in addition t1 + · · · + tN = T , or respetively,
t1+ · · ·+ tN ≤ T , then we obtain time-T (respetively time-≤ T ) attainable
set ATx˜ (respetively A
≤T
x˜ ).
Obviously ∀x˜ ∀T > 0:
ATx˜ ⊂ A
≤T
x˜ ⊂ Ax˜ ⊂ Ox˜.
Besides
ATx˜ ⊂ e
Tf
(
O0x˜
)
.
It turns out that Ax˜ and A
T
x˜ are 'massive' subsets of Ox˜ and of e
Tf
(
O0x˜
)
respetively.
Theorem 2.1.4 (Krener). Attainable setA≤Tx˜ andA
T
x˜ possess nonvoid relative
interiors in Ox˜ and in e
Tf
(
O0x˜
)
) respetively. The sets Ax˜,A
T
x˜ are ontained
in the losures of their relative interiors. 
By virtue of Theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 the sets A≤Tx˜ (respetively A
T
x˜ )
posses absolute interior whenever dimLiex = N (respetively dim I
0
x = N).
In these ases the ontrol system (8) is said to possess aessibility property
(respetively time-T aessibility property) from a point x.
We will be interested in stronger property of global ontrollability.
Denition 2.1.4. The system is globally ontrollable if Ax˜ = R
N . 
It is immediate to see that global ontrollability implies aessibility prop-
erty.
Proposition 2.1.4.
Ax˜ = R
N =⇒ Ox˜ = R
N ⇐⇒ dimLiex = N =⇒ aessibility. 
The inverse impliation is not valid; Ax˜ is 'often' a proper subset of Ox˜.
A suient riterion for oinidene of these two sets is disussed in Subse-
tion 3.1.
2.2. Lie envelope and aessibility property for single-fored multi-
partile system. Coming bak to the ontrol system (6)-(7) we are going
to alulate dimension of its orbits and establish aessibility property. The
results we obtain remain valid whenever ontrol is applied to Pn instead of
P1.
By virtue of the riteria formulated in the Subsubsetions 2.1.4 and 2.1.3
both properties an be derived from the following tehnial proposition.
Proposition 2.2. The dimension dim I0x equals 2n at eah point x ∈ R
2n. 
This Proposition would follow immediately from the following Lemma,
whih provides more information on the Lie struture of (6)-(7).
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Lemma 2.2. For eah k ≥ 0 the distributions
(10) x 7→ Λmx = Span {(ad
kfgu)(x), k = 0, . . . ,m− 1}, Λ0 = {0},
meet the relations
(11) Λ2kx ⊆ Span
{
∂
∂ps
,
∂
∂qs
| 1 ≤ s ≤ k
}
, Λ2k+1x ⊆ Λ
2k+Span
{
∂
∂pk+1
}
with equalities in (11) holding at a generi point of a zero-time orbit of the
system (6)-(7). 
Assuming validity of the onlusion of the Lemma we pik any point x ∈
R
2n
and onsider the orresponding zero-time orbit O0x. At a generi point of
this orbit I0x ⊃ Λ
2n
and hene dim I0x = 2n-dimensional. Then its (onstant)
dimension is 2n at eah point of O0x.
An immediate orollary of the Proposition 2.2 is the aessibility property.
Theorem 2.2. The multi-partile system, ontrolled by a single ontrol
(fore), applied to either P1 or Pn, possesses for any T > 0, time-T a-
essibility property, and the set ATx˜ of positions q and momenta p of the
partiles attainable from x˜ = (p˜, q˜) in any time T > 0 has an interior, whih
is dense in ATx˜ . 
A relevant question is what happens with aessibility when the ontrolled
fore is applied to an 'intermediate' partile Pj , j 6= 1, n. In this ase the Lie
struture is not so regular as the one dened by (10)-(11). In fat for a generi
φ the Lie rank is omplete and the system possesses the aessibility property.
Still for speial hoie of φ the system may possess low-dimensional orbits and
therefore lak the aessibility property. We provide orresponding example
in the forthoming Part II of the publiation where we study this and other
issues for multipartile system periodi boundary onditions.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. First, note that
[
f,
∂
∂ps
]
= −
∂
∂qs
,(12)
[
f,
∂
∂qs
]
= −φ′(qs−1 − qs)
(
∂
∂ps−1
−
∂
∂ps
)
+(13)
+φ′(qs − qs+1)
(
∂
∂ps
−
∂
∂ps+1
)
, s = 2, . . . , n− 1,
[
f,
∂
∂q1
]
= φ′(q1 − q2)
(
∂
∂p1
−
∂
∂p2
)
,(14)
[
f,
∂
∂qn
]
= −φ′(qn−1 − qn)
(
∂
∂pn−1
−
∂
∂pn
)
.(15)
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Now we proeed by indution on k proving (11) and verifying at the same
time, that
ad
2k−1fg = (−1)k−1µk−1(q)
∂
∂pk
(mod Λ2k−2),(16)
ad
2kfg = (−1)k−1µk−1(q)
∂
∂qk
(mod Λ2k−1).(17)
where µk(q) =
∏k
j=1 φ
′(qj − qj+1) and we assume µk = 1 for k = 0.
For Λ1,Λ2 formulae (37) are valid, while formulae (16)-(17) are trivial.
Let Λ2k be the distribution dened by (10) withm = 2k. Our indution as-
sumption is that (16) and (11) are valid for Λ2k. Aording to (11) the vetor
elds ad
ℓfgu with ℓ < 2k an be represented as
∑k
s=1 αs(x)
∂
∂qs
+βs(x)
∂
∂ps
To
evaluate [f,Λ2k] we onsider the Lie braket
[
f,
∑k
s=1 αs(x)
∂
∂qs
+ βs(x)
∂
∂ps
]
and onlude by (12),(14) that its values are ontained in
Span
{
∂
∂pj
,
∂
∂qs
| j = 1, . . . , k + 1; 1 ≤ s ≤ k
}
.
On the other side by indution hypothesis
ad
2k−1fg =
k∑
s=1
αs(x)
∂
∂qs
+ βs(x)
∂
∂ps
,
with αk = (−1)
kµk(q), being nonvanishing at a generi point.
The following equalities hold modulo Λ2k at hosen point of the orbit:
ad
2kfg = [f, ad2k−1fg] =(18)
= (−1)kµk(q)
[
f,
∂
∂qk
]
= (−1)k+1µk(q)φ
′(qk − qk+1)
∂
∂pk+1
(mod Λ2k).
The fator φ′(qk − qk+1) at the right-hand side of (18) may vanish at
isolated points. Sine by indution hypothesis the vetor eld
∂
∂qk
is tangent
to the orbit we an shift our referene point along the trajetory of
∂
∂qk
(along the orbit) to a point where φ′(qk−qk+1) beomes nonvanishing, while
µk(q) and hene −µk(q)φ
′(qk − qk+1) = (−1)
k
∏k+1
j=1 φ
′(qj − qj+1) remain
nonvanishing. We arrive to a point of the orbit where the formula (16) for
ad
2kfg and the formula (11) for Λ2k+1 is valid.
The indution step from Λ2k+1 to Λ2k+2 an be aomplished in a similar
way. 
3. Global ontrollability of double fored multipartile
system
It is easy to see that single-fored multipartile system is in general un-
ontrollable, i.e. its attainable sets may not oinide with the whole state
spae. For example, if the partile Pn is not subjet to ontrolled fore, the
initial value p0n is positive, and φ(q) > 0 (as it is in the ase of Toda lattie),
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then, given the nature of the interation between partiles we onlude from
the orresponding equation p˙n = φ(qn−1 − qn) > 0, that is pn is inreasing
with time and an not attain values smaller than p0n.
In this Setion and further on we will study the double-input ase, in
whih ontrolled fores are applied to the partiles P1 and Pn.
3.1. Preliminaries: reurreny of the drift and ontrollability. For
a ontrol-ane system (8) full dimensionality of its Lie envelope does not
imply in general global ontrollability. An obstrution ould be atuation
of the vetor eld f . It an provoke a drift in ertain diretion whih an
not be ompensated by any ontrol. Now we will formulate onditions under
whih suh ompensation is possible.
Let the vetor eld f in RN be omplete. A point x ∈ RN is non-wandering
for f if for eah its neighborhood Ux and eah t > 0 there exist x
′ ∈ Ux, t
′ > t
suh that etf (x′) ∈ Ux. The vetor eld is reurrent if all the points of R
N
are non-wandering for f .
Theorem due to B.Bonnard and C.Lobry ([3℄,[11℄) allows to onlude Ax˜ =
R
N
for the system (8) whenever dimLiex = N and the drift vetor eld is
reurrent.
Theorem 3.1.0. Let dimLiex = N and f be reurrent. Then the system (8)
is globally ontrollable. 
3.2. Global ontrollability of double fored multipartile system.
We onsider the same multi-partile system desribed by equations (2),(3)
but now ontrolled by fores u, v applied to the partiles P1 and Pn. The
equations for the momenta of these partiles beome
(19) p˙1 = −φ(q1 − q2) + u, p˙n = φ(qn−1 − qn) + v,
Adjoining these equation to the equations (2)-(3) we obtain a partiular kind
of a double-input ontrol-ane system of the form
(20) x˙ = f(x) + gu(x)u+ gv(x)v, gu =
∂
∂p1
, gv =
∂
∂pn
where f is dened by (7).
Our goal is to prove global ontrollability of this system. To ahieve it we
will design the input u as a sum of a ertain smooth feedbak ontrol and of
an open loop ontrol:
(21) u = uf (q1) + uo(t), uf (q1) = −
∂Uf
∂q1
.
We hoose the other input v to be a smooth feedbak ontrol:
(22) v = vf (qn) = −
∂Vf
∂qn
.
The onditions we impose on Uf , Vf : R→ R are
(23) lim
q→−∞
Uf (q) = +∞, lim
q→+∞
Vf (q) = +∞;
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Uf , Vf are bounded below.
Feeding the ontrols (21) and (22) into the equations (19) we obtain
(24) p˙1 = −φ(q1 − q2) + uf (q1) + uo, p˙n = φ(qn−1 − qn) + vf (qn).
Now (2)-(3)-(24) an be treated as a single-input system with salar ontrol
uo.
Note that we have proeeded with a partiular type of feedbak transfor-
mation; more omments on these transformations appear in Subsetion 4.1.
The drift vetor eld for the transformed system (2)-(3)-(24) is Hamilton-
ian with the Hamiltonian funtion
(25) H
f˜
(q, p) =
1
2
n∑
k=1
p2k +
n−1∑
j=1
Φ(qj − qj+1) + Uf (q1) + Vf (qn).
Hamiltonian vetor elds are reurrent provided that the Lebesgue sets
of the respetive Hamiltonians funtions are ompat. Indeed the Lebesgue
sets are invariant for Hamiltonian vetor elds, whose ows are volume-
preserving. By Poinare theorem all the trajetories of suh ows must be
reurrent.
Therefore it sues to prove the following tehnial lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Level sets and Lebesgue sets of the modied Hamiltonian Hf
are ompat. 
Proof. Closedness of the level sets {(q, p)| H(q, p) = c} and of the Lebesgue
sets {(q, p)| H(q, p) ≤ c} is obvious by the ontinuity of Hf . It sues to
prove boundedness of the Lebesgue sets.
Sine
∑n−1
j=1 Φ(qj − qj+1) + Uf (q1) + Vf (qn) is bounded below, say by
−B (B ≥ 0), then the inequality Hf ≤ c implies two onstraints:
‖p‖2 ≤ c+B
∧ n−1∑
j=1
Φ(qj − qj+1) + Uf (q1) + Vf (qn) ≤ c.
One again by lower boundedness of the funtions Φ, Uf , Vf and due to the
growth onditions (1),(23) we onlude existene of a onstant b suh that
n−1∑
j=1
Φ(qj − qj+1) + Uf (q1) + Vf (qn) ≤ c⇒
⇒ −q1 ≤ b
∧
q1 − q2 ≤ b
∧
· · · qn−1 − qn ≤ b
∧
qn ≤ b.(26)
Summing the rst k inequalities in the right-hand side of the impliation
(26) we obtain −qk ≤ kb, or qk ≥ −kb while summing n+1− k inequalities,
starting from the last one, we obtain qk ≤ (n+ 1− k)b. 
Now we formulate the main result of this Setion.
Theorem 3.2. The double-fored multipartile system (2)-(3)-(19) is glob-
ally ontrollable. 
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Proof. We invoke ontrols of the form (21)-(22) or,in other words, aim at
establishing ontrollability of the single-input system (2)-(3)-(24) ontrolled
by uo.
The Hamiltonian drift vetor eld f˜ orresponds to the Hamiltonian (25)
with ompat Lebesgue sets. By the aforesaid the drift vetor eld is reur-
rent, and aording to the Proposition 2.2 the evaluation of the Lie envelope
Liex{f˜ , g
u, gv} is 2n-dimensional at every point x ∈ R2n.
Then by Bonnard-Lobry theorem the single input ontrol-ane system
(2)-(3)-(24) is globally ontrollable, if the ontrol parameter uo is allowed to
admit values of both signs: uo ∈ Ωo = [−ωo, ωo], ωo > 0.
This implies ontrollability of the double-input system (2)-(3)-(19) by
means of ontrols of the form (21)-(22). 
Let us draw onlusions about the onstraints, whih an be imposed onto
the values of the ontrols (21),(22) in order to keep system ontrollable. The
feedbak omponents uf , vf of these ontrols are dened via the funtions
Uf , Vf , whih an be hosen globally Lipshitzian with any Lipshitz onstant
ωo > 0 in addition to (23). Then the ontrols (21),(22) will t the onstraints
uf (t) + uo(t) ∈ [−2ωo, ωo], vf (t) ∈ [−ωo, ωo].
It is worth noting that hoosing in addition Vf monotonously inreasing we
may onstrain vf by the interval [−ωo, 0].
We onlude with a Proposition.
Proposition 3.2. For eah ω > 0 the two-input system (2)-(3)-(19) is glob-
ally ontrollable by means of ontrols, whih meet the onstraints
(27) u(t) ∈ [−ω, ω], v(t) ∈ [−ω, 0].
For eah pair of points x0, x1 in the state spae of this system, there exist
ontrols satisfying (27) whih steer the system from x0 to x1 in some time
T (x0, x1, ω). 
Remark 3.1. We should mention the publiation [15℄ where the authors
studied ontrollability of Toda lattie (in Flashka form) by means of n-
dimensional ontrols
a˙1 = 2b
2
1 + u1, a˙2 = 2(b
2
2 − b
2
1), . . . , a˙n−1 = 2(b
2
n−1 − b
2
n−2), a˙n = −2b
2
n−1;
b˙1 = b1(a2 − a1) + un+1, . . . b˙n−1 = bn−1(an − an−1) + u2n−1.(28)
Note that the ontrols un+1, . . . u2n−1 appear in 'kinemati part' of the Toda
equations and therefore an not be seen as fores. There is some ontro-
versy (possibly due to typos) in what regards the main result announed in
[15℄. The system (28) is not globally ontrollable on the ontrary to what is
laimed, at least beause the variable an is dereasing aording to (28).
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4. Feedbak linearizability and onstant rank
In this Setion we demonstrate that double fored multipartile system
possesses same loal properties as ontrollable linear system, and in fat
is loally equivalent to suh a system. To do this we have to impose an
additional regularity assumption onto the potential of interation.
Assumption 4.0. In Setions 4-5 we will assume the derivative φ′(·) of the
interation fore φ to be nonvanishing.
Remark 4.1. This assumption is valid for Toda lattie. 
We start with realling what are state-feedbak transformations asnd go
on with formulation of state-feedbak linearizability riterion.
4.1. State-feedbak transformation and linearizability. State trans-
formation is a loal (at x0) dieomorphism P : x 7→ y of RN , whih ats on
the vetor elds of a ontrol-ane system (8) by dierential P∗. This results
in a state transformation
(29) y˙ = P∗f(y) +
r∑
j=1
P∗g
j(y)uj .
of (8).
Feedbak transformation is a map
v 7→ u = α(x) + β(x)v, β(x) - nonsingular (r × r)-matrix,
where α(x), β(x) are dened in some neighborhood of x0.
Suh a transformation results in ontrol system x˙ = f¯(x) + G¯(x)v with
(30) f¯(x) = f(x) +G(x)α(x), G¯(x) = G(x)β(x). 
Denition 4.1.1 (state-feedbak linearizability). System is loally state-feedbak
linearizable if there exist a loal feedbak transformation (30) and a loal
state transformation (29) suh that
(31) P∗f¯(y) = Ay, P∗G¯(y) = B,
where A isN×N -matrix, B =
(
b1 . . . br
)
and the vetor elds bi are onstant.

Remark 4.1.1. On the ontrast to standard denition [1, 13℄ we do not require
loal dieomorphism P whih appears in (29) and (31) maps neighborhood
of x0 onto a neighborhood of the origin in RN . Linearizability means state-
feedbak equivalene of the original system to a linear system dened in a
neighborhood of some point y0 ∈ RN . 
We will invoke the following riterion of loal state-feedbak linearizabiity
whih is due to ontributions of Jakubzyk-Respondek and Hunt-Sue-Meyer
([8℄,[7℄).
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Theorem 4.1.1 ([8℄,[7℄). Smooth ontrol system x˙ = f(x) +G(x)u = f(x) +∑r
j=1 g
j(x)uj on N -dimensional state spae with r-dimensional ontrol u =
(u1, . . . , ur) is loally (at a point x
0
) state-feedbak equivalent to a ontrol-
lable linear system, if and only if the vetor distributions
(32) x 7→ ∆mx = Span {ad
kfgj|(x), k = 0, . . . ,m− 1; j = 1, . . . , r}
possess loally onstant dimensions, are involutive, and dim∆n
x0
= n. 
4.2. State-feedbak linearizability of double-fored multipartile sys-
tem. We are going to prove in this Subsetion
Theorem 4.2. The double-fored multi-partile system (2)-(3)-(19) is loally
state-feedbak linearizable at eah point. 
Aording to the Theorem 4.1.1 for establishing state-feedbak lineariz-
ability of the double-input ontrol system (2)-(3)-(19) one has to verify in-
volutivity of the distributions
x 7→ Λmx = Span {(ad
kfgu)(x), k = 0, . . . ,m− 1}(33)
x 7→ Ξmx = Span {(ad
kfgv)(x), k = 0, . . . ,m− 1}.(34)
∆m = Λm + Ξm.(35)
Involutivity and onstany of dimensions of these distributions are fullled
by virtue of the following tehnial lemma.
Lemma 4.2. For eah k ≥ 0:
i) the distribution (33) is onstant (does not depend on x); for m = 2k
and m = 2k + 1
(36)
Λ2k = Span
{
∂
∂ps
,
∂
∂qs
| s = 1, . . . , k
}
, Λ2k+1 = Λ2k + Span
{
∂
∂pk+1
}
respetively; Λ0 = {0}.
ii) the distribution (34) is onstant (does not depend on x); for m = 2k
and m = 2k + 1
(37)
Ξ2k = Span
{
∂
∂ps
,
∂
∂qs
| s = n− k + 1, . . . n
}
, Ξ2k+1 = Ξ2k+Span
{
∂
∂pn−k
}
respetively; Ξ0 = {0}. 
Corollary 4.2. The distribution ∆m dened by (32) is onstant:
Its evaluation at eah point oinides with a oordinate subspae
qi = · · · = qi+r = 0, pj = · · · = pj+s = 0,
and obviously is involutive. Besides ∆2k = R2n, whenever 2k ≥ n. 
Proof of the Lemma. The items i) and ii) are proved in a similar way;
both proofs follow the ourse of the proof of Lemma 2.2. An additional
fat involved is that the fator (−1)k
∏k
j=1 φ
′(qj− qj+1) whih multiplies the
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vetor eld
∂
∂ps+1
in (14) is nonzero by Assumption 4.0 at the beginning of
the Setion, and therefore (36) and (37) are satised at all points. 
The onlusion follows from the Corollary 4.2 by appliation of the Theo-
rem 4.1.1.
4.3. Kroneker or ontrollability indies. One an draw onlusions on
the struture of resulting linear ontrol double-input system. For linear
system Kroneker indies form full set of state feedbak invariants of a linear
system and determine its Brunovsky normal form.
One an onstrut sort of Brunovsky normal form for the double fored
multipartile system; the Kroneker indies are now alled ontrollability
indies ([13℄). It turns out that they depend on whether the number n of
partiles is even or odd.
For even n = 2ℓ the two ontrollability indies are equal: k1 = k2 = n
, while k1 = n + 1, k2 = n − 1 for n = 2ℓ − 1. Reall that the state is
2n-dimensional.
In both ases we dene two sequenes of funtions by iterated diretional
derivation.
For even n = 2ℓ
y1 = qℓ, y2 = Lfy1, . . . , yn = Lfyn−1(38)
z1 = qℓ+1, z2 = Lfz1, . . . , zn = Lfzn−1;
for odd n = 2ℓ+ 1
y1 = qℓ+1, y2 = Lfy1, . . . , yn+1 = Lfyn(39)
z1 = qℓ+2, z2 = Lfz1, . . . , zn−1 = Lfzn−2.
Lemma 4.3. The map
(q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn) 7→ (y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn)
dened by (38) for n = 2ℓ and by (39) for n = 2ℓ+1 are loal dieomorphisms
at eah point of R
2n
; in both ases (y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zn) provide a system
of loal oordinates at eah point. 
Theorem 4.3. For n even, the double-fored multi-partile system (2)-(3)-
(19) takes in loal oordinates (38) the form
y˙j = yj+1, j = 1, . . . , n− 1, y˙n = Y (y, z) + λ(y, z)u, ;(40)
z˙j = zj+1, j = 1, . . . , n− 1, z˙n = Z(y, z) + µ(y, z)v; λ(y, z)µ(y, z) 6= 0.
and after a feedbak transformation u¯ = Y (y, z) + λ(y, z)u, v¯ = Z(y, z) +
µ(y, z)v, the form
(41) y
(n)
1 = u¯, z
(n)
1 = v¯.
For n odd, the double-fored multipartile system takes in loal oordinates
(39) the form
y˙j = yj+1, j = 1, . . . , n; y˙n+1 = Y (y, z) + α(y, z)u + β(y, z)v,(42)
z˙j = zj+1, j = 1, . . . , n− 2, z˙n−1 = Z(y, z) + γ(y, z)v; α(y, z)γ(y, z) 6= 0.
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and after a feedbak transformation
u¯ = Y (y, z) + α(y, z)u + β(y, z)v, v¯ = γ(y, z)v,
the form
(43) y
(n+1)
1 = u¯, z
(n−1)
1 = v¯. 
Remark 4.2. The onstrution of the oordinates (38),(39) and the linearized
forms (41), (43) of the ontrolled multipartile system are related to atness
of this system. In partiular y1, z1 am be seen as at outputs of the system.
We do not follow this terminology further; addressing interested readers to
the publiations [5, 6℄ and referenes therein. 
4.3.1. Proofs of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.3.
Proof of Lemma 4.3 We provide a proof for the odd ase n = 2ℓ+1. First
hek that
L
ad
j
fgu
yr =
{
0, j + r < n+ 1,
6= 0, j + r = n+ 1,
L
ad
j
fgv
yr = 0, j + r < n+ 1.(44)
L
ad
j
fgv
zr =
{
0, j + r < n− 1,
6= 0, j + r = n− 1,
L
ad
j
fgu
zr = 0, j + r ≤ n− 1.(45)
We prove the relations (44) for the oordinates yr by indution on r. Let
r = 1; then aording to the statement i) of Lemma 4.2
L
ad
j
fgu
y1 = L
ad
j
fgu
qℓ+1 = 0, if j < 2ℓ+ 1 = n, L
ad
n
fgu
y1 6= 0.
Aording to the statement ii) of the same Lemma L
ad
j
fgv
y1 = 0 for j <
2ℓ+ 1 = n.
Assuming relations (44) to be valid for r < k, we use the identity L[f,g] =
Lf ◦ Lg − Lf ◦ Lg to onlude for j + k ≤ n+ 1
L
ad
j
fgu
yk = L
ad
j
fgu
Lfyk−1 = −L[f,adjfgu]yk−1 + LfLadjfguyk−1 =
= −L
ad
j
fgu
yk−1.
We invoked the equality L
ad
j
fgu
yk−1 = 0 whih is valid by indution hypoth-
esis. We onlude that L
ad
j
fgu
yk = −L
ad
j
fgu
yk−1 vanishes, if j+k < n+1,
and is dierent from 0 if j+k = n+1. Similar reasoning settles the indution
passage for L
ad
j
fgv
yk. We proeed along the same lines in the proof of (45).
The dierentials dy1, . . . , dyn+1, dz1, . . . , dzn−1 are dual to linear indepen-
dent system of the vetor elds
ad
jfgu, j = 0, . . . , n; adifgv, i = 0, . . . , n− 2.
Hene (39) denes loal oordinate system in the odd ase. Proof for the
even ase is similar. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Again the proofs of (40) and (42) are similar; we
sketh the seond one.
First aording to (44)
Lguyr = 0, Lgvyr = 0, for r ≤ n, Lgvzs = 0, for s < n−1, Lguzs = 0, for s ≤ n−1.
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Also Lguyn+1 6= 0, Lgvzn−1 6= 0.
Basing on these identities we ompute
y˙j = L(f+guu+gvv)yj = Lfyj = yj+1
for j < n+ 1. Also
z˙s = L(f+guu+gvv)zs = Lfzs = zs+1
for s < n− 1.
By the same omputation
y˙n+1 = L(f+guu+gvv)yn+1 = Lfyn+1 + (Lguyn+1)u+ (Lgvyn+1)v.
z˙n−1 = Lf+guu+gvvzn−1 = Lfzn−1 + (Lgvzn−1)v,
where Lguyn+1, Lgvzn−1 are nonvanishing funtions of yi, zj . 
4.4. Systems of onstant rank. We will disuss another property of the
ontrol system (2)-(3)-(19) whih follows from its state-feedbak linearizabil-
ity. It is alled onstany of rank and has been introdued by A.Agrahev
and S.A.Vakhrameev in [2℄.
Denition 4.4.1. For a ontrol system x˙ = f(x, u) onsider input/end-point
map Ex0,T (with x
0, T > 0 being parameters) whih puts into orrespondene
to eah admissible ontrol (input) u(·) the point x(T ) of the orresponding
trajetory of the ontrol system starting at x0 at t = 0 and driven by the
ontrol u(·). We denote the map Ex0,T (u(·)). The system x˙ = f(x, u) is of
onstant rank if for eah x0, T the rank (the dierential) of Ex0,T (u(·)) does
not depend on u(·). 
The systems of onstant rank inherit many properties of linear systems.
It is known that state-feedbak linearizable systems possess onstant rank.
Corollary 4.4. The ontrolled double fored multipartile system (2)-(3)-
(19) possesses onstant rank. 
5. Time-optimal ontrol for double-fored multi-partile
system
Let us onsider a problem of time-optimal reloation of partiles of the
double-fored multipartile system desribed by equations (2)-(3)-(19) with
ontrol parameters onstrained by (27).
Problem 1. Given two points x˜ = (q˜, p˜), xˆ = (qˆ, pˆ) (two ouples of initial
and nal values of positions and momenta of the partiles) nd a pair of
admissible ontrols whih steer the system (2)-(3)-(19)-(27) from x˜ to xˆ in
a minimal time T > 0. 
Existene of an optimal ontrol in a ontrol-ane problem with bounded
onvex set of ontrol parameters follows from Filippov's Theorem ([4℄).
We will be interested in struture of optimal ontrols and start with formu-
lation of Pontryagin maximum priniple - neessary optimality ondition for
time optimal ontrol problem. We limit ourselves to ontrol-ane problems.
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5.1. Time-optimal ontrol, Pontryagin Maximum Priniple, bang-
bang extremals. Consider time-optimal ontrol problem under boundary
onditions
(46) x(0) = x˜, x(T ) = xˆ, T → min .
for ontrol-ane system (8). One seeks an admissible ontrol, whih steers
the system (8) from x˜ to xˆ in minimal time T . Along this Subsetion the set
U of ontrol parameters in (8) is assumed to be a ompat onvex polyhedron
in R
r
.
A rst-order neessary ondition for L1-loal optimality of an admissible
ontrol u˜(·) for suh problem is provided by Pontryagin Maximum Priniple
(see [14℄).
Theorem 5.1.1. Let pair (x˜(·), u˜(·)) be a minimizing ontrol and orrespond-
ing trajetory for the time-optimal ontrol problem (8)-(46), T being minimal
time. Then there exists a non-zero absolutely ontinuous ovetor-funtion
ψ˜ : R →
(
R
N
)∗
, suh that the pair (x˜(·), ψ˜) satises Hamiltonian system
with the Hamiltonian:
(47) Π(x, ψ, u) = 〈ψ, f(x)〉 + 〈ψ,G(x)u〉.
In loal oordinates this system takes form
x˙ = ∂Π/∂ψ(x˜, ψ, u˜(τ)), ψ˙ = −∂Π/∂x(x˜, ψ, u˜(τ)).
Besides the following onditions hold:
i) Maximality Condition:
(48) Π(x˜(t), ψ˜(t), u˜(t)) = max{Π(x˜(t), ψ˜(t), u) : u ∈ U} a.e. on [0, T ];
ii) Transversality Condition:
Π(x˜(T ), ψ˜(T ), u˜(T )) ≥ 0. 
The solutions of the equations of the Pontryagin Maximum Priniple are
alled Pontryagin extremals, the orresponding ontrols u˜(·) are alled ex-
tremal ontrols.
For any τ ∈ [0, T ] maximum (48) of the ontrol-ane Hamiltonian (47), is
attained at some fae of the polyhedron U . This fae an be 0−dimensional,
then extremal ontrol takes its value at a vertex of the polyhedron, or s-
dimensional (0 < s ≤ r) and then the maximality ondition does not deter-
mine the value of extremal ontrol uniquely.
We all bang-bang the extremal ontrols for whih the maximum is ahieved
at some verties of the polyhedron U on a set of full measure in [0, T ∗].
Change of the value of ontrol from one vertex to another one is alled
swithing. The ontrols whih take their values on faes of positive dimen-
sions are alled singular; it will turn out that suh ontrols do not our in
our problem .
A lassial bang-bang result for linear time-optimal ontrol problem with
the dynamis x˙ = Ax + Bu, u ∈ U the following theorem on struture of
optimal ontrols has been proven by R.V.Gamkrelidze (see [14℄).
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Proposition 5.1.1. If for a direting vetor V of any edge of the polyhedron
U the vetors BV,ABV, . . . , An−1BV are linearly independent (generiity
assumption), then any ontrol whih satises the Pontryagin maximum prin-
iple (and in partiular any optimal ontrol) is pieewise onstant, takes its
values at the verties of the polyhedron U and possesses nite number of
swithings. 
Nonlinear ontrol-ane time-optimal problem (8)-(46) do not resemble in
general linear time-optimal problems and in partiular the onlusion of the
Proposition 5.1.1 does not hold for them generially.
In the next Subsetion we will prove that ontrols providing time-optimal
reloation of partiles (Problem 1) are bang-bang.
5.2. Time-optimal reloation problem. Bang-bang properties of op-
timal ontrols. The key additional feature of the ontrol system (2)-(3)-
(19) whih allows to establish the bang-bang property is its onstany of
rank and feedbak linearizability (see Setion 4).
Theorem 5.2. Optimal ontrols for the time-optimal reloation problem
(Problem 1) are bang-bang and possess nite number of swithings. 
The proof is based on a riterion due to A.Agrahev and S.Vakhrameev
([2℄,[17℄). The riterion is formulated for the ontrol-ane time-optimal
problem (8)-(46) and involves the following assumptions.
Generiity Assumption. For a direting vetor w of eah edge of the
polyhedron U and for all x ∈ RN the vetors
(49) Gw|x, ad fGw|x, . . . , (ad f)
N−1Gw|x,
are linearly independent.
Bang-bang ondition is satised for an edge w of the polyhedron U if for
eah point xˆ ∈ RN there exist smooth ovetor-funtions x 7→ aij(x) ∈ R
r∗
dened in some neighborhood Ω of xˆ suh that for any u ∈ U and for all
i = 0, 1, . . .
(50)
[
Gu, (ad f)iGw
]∣∣
x
=
i∑
j=1
〈aij(x), u〉(ad f)
jGw
∣∣
x
. 
Theorem 5.2.1 ([17℄). Let (8) be analyti
2
system of onstant rank, whih
satises the generiity assumption and the bang-bang ondition for eah
edge of the polyhedron U of admissible ontrol parameters. Then any time-
optimal ontrol of the problem (8)-(46) is bang-bang with a nite number of
swithings. 
To apply the riterion provided by this Theorem to Problem 1 we rst note
that the dynamis of multi-partile system is analyti. The ontrol system
(2)-(3)-(19) is loally state-feedbak linearizable and hene is of onstant
rank (equal to 2n).
2
Atually less restritive ondition of nite-deniteness is needed.
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The polyhedron U dened by (27) is a retangle. The direting vetors
wu, wv of its edges are parallel to the axes u and v. Substituting these vetors
in plae of w in (49) we obtain two sequenes of vetor elds
gu|x, (ad f)g
u|x, . . . , (ad f)
N−1gu|x; and g
v|x, (ad f)g
v |x, . . . , (ad f)
N−1gv |x,
both of whih are linearly independent aording to Lemma 4.2.
The validity of the bang-bang ondition (50), veried for the retangle U ,
an be derived from the equalities
(51)
[
gρ, (ad f)igσ
]∣∣
x
=
i∑
j=1
aiρjσ(x)(ad f)
jgσ
∣∣∣
x
,
where the symbols ρ and σ oinide with either u or v.
All these equalities an be veried in a similar way. We do it for ρ =
v, σ = u, and distinguish the ases of even and odd i.
Aording to the Lemma 4.2 , one gets for i = 2k − 1:
(ad f)2k−1gu =
k∑
s=1
αs(x)
∂
∂qs
+ βs(x)
∂
∂ps
.
As far as gv = ∂
∂pn
is onstant vetor eld, whih ommutes with
∂
∂qs
, ∂
∂ps
,
then
[
gv, (ad f)2k−1gu
]
=
k∑
s=1
(Lgvαs(x))
∂
∂qs
+ (Lgvβs(x))
∂
∂ps
.
The values of this Lie braket belong to Λ2k dened by (36). Aording
to Lemma 4.2 this Lie braket an be represented as a linear ombination∑i
j=1 b
i
j(x)(ad f)
jgu
∣∣∣
x
.
The proof for i = 2k is obtained similarly.
5.3. Uniform boundedness of the number of swithings. It is known
that for a bang-bang ontrol the number of swithings an be arbitrarily large
and even innite. In this subsetion we wish to establish a stronger prop-
erty of bang-bang optimal ontrols for time-optimal reloation problem. It
guarantees uniform boundedness of the number of swithings for all optimal
trajetories ontained in some ompat of R
2n
.
For ontrol-ane system with single input the problem has been formu-
lated and studied by A.J.Krener ([10℄) and H.J.Sussmann ([16℄).
Denition 5.3. Control problem possesses strong bang-bang property with
bounds on the number of swithings, if for every ompat set K and T > 0
there exists an integer N(K,T ) suh that any time-optimal trajetory of
time duration T , whih onnets two points x˜, xˆ and is ontained in K is
bang-bang trajetory with at most N swithings.
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From the aforesaid we already know that all optimal ontrols in time-
optimal reloation problem are bang-bang. Tehnial lemma proved in [16℄
for single-input ase an be adapted to the time-optimal problem (2)-(3)-(19)
with two inputs given the speial Lie struture of the ontrolled multipartile
system and the fat that the set (27) of ontrol parameters is a retangle.
Theorem 5.3. Time optimal partile reloation problem for double fored
multipartile system possesses strong bang-bang property with bound on the
number of swithings. 
Proof. For the ontrol system (20) the Hamiltonian of the Pontryagin max-
imum priniple takes form
Π(q, p, ψq, ψp, u, v) =
n∑
k=1
ψqkpk +
n∑
ℓ=1
ψpℓ (φ(qℓ−1 − qℓ)− φ(qℓ − qℓ+1)) +
+ψp1u+ ψpnv.(52)
Aording to (52) the bang-bang values of the ontrols alulated from
the maximality ondition (48) are dened by the sign of the "swithing fun-
tions" σu(t) = ψp1(t) σ
v(t) = ψpn(t):
u(t) = ω0signσ
u(t), v(t) =
ω0
2
(1 + signσu(t)) .
Then it sues to prove that extremal trajetories ontained in any xed
ompat K the number of zeros of the swithing funtions σu(t), σv(t) is
bounded by a onstant C(K).
To this end we introdue the funtions
(53) σρk(t) = 〈ψ(t), (adf)
kgρ〉, σρ0(t) = σ
ρ(t), ρ ∈ {u, v}.
Evidently
σ˙ρk(t) = 〈ψ(t), (adf)
k+1gρ(x(t))〉 +(54)
+u〈ψ(t), [gu, (adf)kgρ](x(t))〉 + v〈ψ(t), [gv , (adf)kgρ](x(t))〉,
and by (51)
σ˙ρk(t) = σ
ρ
k+1(t) +
k∑
j=1
u(t)αkujρ (t)σ
ρ
j (t) +
k∑
j=1
v(t)αkvjρ (t)σ
ρ
j (t) =
=
k∑
j=1
akj(t)σ
ρ
j (t) + σ
ρ
k+1(t).
As far as {(adf)kgu| k = 0, . . . , 2n−1} span R2n, the iterated Lie braket
(adf)2ngρ an be represented as
(55) (adf)2ngρ =
2n−1∑
j=0
γj(x)(adf)
jgρ.
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Setting k = 2n − 1 in (54) and substituting (55) into its right-hand side we
onlude
(56) σ˙ρ2n−1 =
2n−1∑
j=0
a2n−1,j(x)σ
ρ
j .
Hene the funtions σρk(t), k = 0, . . . , 2n − 1 satisfy the following quasi-
triangular system of linear dierential equations
(57) σ˙ρk(t) =
k∑
j=1
akj(t)σ
ρ
j (t) + σ
ρ
k+1(t), k = 0, . . . , 2n − 2,
ompleted by the equation (56).
We now apply to the quasitriangular system the following tehnial result
due to H.J.Sussmann ([16℄); it establishes a bound on the number of zeros
of the swithing funtion.
Proposition 5.3.1. Let absolute values of all the oeients at the right-hand
side of (57)-(56) be bounded by a onstant A > 0. Then there exists positive
T (A) suh that on any time interval I of length ≤ T the omponent σρ0(t) of
the solution of (57) either vanishes identially, or possesses at most 2n − 1
zeros. 
The omponent σρ0(t) an not vanish identially on an interval, as long as
then all σρk(t) must vanish by virtue of (57), whih in its turn is impossible
due to the denition (formula (53)) of σρk(t) and Proposition 2.2 by whih
at eah point dimSpan {(adf)kgρ| k = 0, . . . , 2n− 1} = 2n.
The onlusion of the Theorem 5.3 follows now from Lemma 5.3.1 by a
standard reasoning provided in [16℄; an additional omponent needed for the
proof is that the bound A for the oeients (57)-(56) an be hosen the
same for all extremal trajetories ontained in a ompat K ⊂ R2n.

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